Test Your Intuition 7
{l} Imagine that a detective agency has been hired to protect two banks.
The first, bank I, contains $1,000,000 while the other, bank II, contains $100,000,000. The agency is shorthanded and can only guard one of the banks and the bank knows that the potential thieves are aware of this.
Each of the two adversaries-the agency and the thieves-has two strategies. The agency can guard one bank or the other; the thieves can try to rob one bank or the other. If the thieves approach the bank that is guarded, no money changes hands; if the thieves approach the bank that is unguarded, the thieves get, and the bank loses, all the money the bank contains. Neither the thieves nor the agency knows what their adversaries will do in advance. The thieves want to maximize the average amount of money they will get and the agency wants to minimize it. What should the thieves and agency do? 
$ 0
The matrix entries indicate the amount stolen for each possible strategy pair.
{2}
You have 10,000 diamonds of various sizes and are interested in selecting the largest (the second largest is of no more value to you than the smallest). You examine the diamonds, one at a time in random order, and must decide to accept or reject a diamond immediately after you inspect it. If you ever reject the largest diamond or accept a diamond that isn't largest, you lose. When you have seen two diamonds you know which is larger but know nothing of the diamonds you have not seen. If you are
.. _--------------------------------------------------------------------------_.

